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ALEX THISSEN
XPIRIT

Modern application development uses container technology more and more, whether for running backend 
or frontend services, or even for developer tooling. Many organizations such as system integrators, 
independent software vendors, and cloud solution specialists are adopting containerization to keep up 
with the demands of large-scale distribution and modern development and operations practices. Many 
others are jumping on the container bandwagon because everyone seems to be doing it. Instead of blindly 
following along, it is good to investigate and answer a number of essential questions first. What are some 
compelling reasons to use containers or container technology, and what does it mean to use it as  
a foundation for your application development?

I

CONTAINERIZATION
IN MODERN IT 

A HIGHER DEGREE OF 
HARDWARE ABSTRACTION

Using containers to run your software means that you 

are utilizing host machines at a level where the indi-

vidual machine doesn’t matter anymore. Instead of 

caring about single machines with well-known names 

and maintaining and patching these, the operations 

team can focus on a cluster of host machines. This 

cluster is a fabric of host machines woven together by 

cluster software to form a contiguous set of resources 

for computing, memory, and storage. Each machine is 

built with commodity hardware and is expendable. The 

cluster can grow and shrink whenever new hosts are 

added or defective hosts are taken out of commission. 

The containers will be running on the accumulation of 

resources managed by the cluster software, without 

knowing or caring about the individual machines. 

It is an important trend in the exploitation of cloud ap-

plications to try and pay only for the resources actually 

consumed. Containers enable better use of the reso-

urces in the cluster. The cluster software allocates and 

assigns the running containers based on the require-

ments that the container images and application re-

gistration indicates. These requirements might include 

a particular operating system, memory constraints, and 

the required CPU resources. It can decide what to run 

and where, while taking into account the constraints 

that were given. The cluster might also shift containers 

around whenever it sees fit to achieve a better utiliza-

tion of the available resources. At the end of the day it 

is possible to achieve much higher density of running 

containers (and hence applications) on the cluster, 

compared to running applications on dedicated ma-

chines. Fewer machines are needed to run the same 

workload, which results in lower operational costs. 

SCALABLE

The cluster offers a pool of resources that containers 

can request for operations. Whenever the need ari-

ses for more resources and a bigger scale, the cluster 

can spin up additional container instances from the 

images and allocate more resources per container, if 

necessary. As long as there is a surplus of resources 

it is easy to scale up and then down afterwards. Good 

capacity planning will make sure more hosts are added 

to the cluster for provisioning containers when reso-

urces start running out. Smarter cluster software can 

manage scale better. Because containers are very fast 

to spin up, the scaling process itself takes a matter of 

seconds instead of minutes or hours. 

FREEDOM IN HOSTING

Ideally, the cluster software is installed on virtual ma-

chines to easily provision a new cluster when necessa-

ry or add new hosts without having to care about the 

actual hardware. These virtual machines may reside 

in the cloud using any cloud provider such as Amazon 

AWS, Google Cloud or Microsoft Azure, but they can 

also be located on-site at your own organization. There 

are no restrictions in running the cluster in a specific 

location, although in some situations there it might be 

benefits in choosing a particular cloud provider. For 

example, Microsoft offers Azure Container Service, 

which provides automatic provisioning of Kubernetes, 

Docker Swarm or DC/OS clusters. The various cluster 

software offerings run on different operating systems, 

both Linux-based and various Windows Server editions.

CONTAINER IMAGES ARE 
IMMUTABLE

The DevOps team builds new application components 

by writing and testing code and compiling it into bina-

ries. In a container world, they also prepare the conta-

iner images with all of the prerequisites for the compo-

nents and deploy the new components into them. The 

container image is configured to run correctly and then 

deployed to a central image repository. From that repo-

sitory, the host can download and run the images. Once 

the DevOps team releases the container image to the 

repository, it cannot be changed anymore. The images 

are immutable and are guaranteed to arrive to the hosts 

without any changes. Any changes that occur are in the 

state of a running container, but never the image. The 

DevOps team has full control over what will be running in 

the containers and does not depend on human interven-

tion of configuration. Moreover, it is no longer necessa-

ry to wonder if a container image can still run correctly 

at a later time. Whenever a compatible cluster with the 

correct operating system and kernel version is available, 

container images are guaranteed to run, since they are 

a frozen set of code and configuration with no alterations 

since creation. Rolling back deployments and mainta-

ining a running application suddenly become a lot easier.
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8 Compelling Reasons to Use Container Technology
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CONTAINER IMAGES = CODE 
AND CONFIGURATION

Container images combine the binaries built from code 

and the configuration of the machine into a single enti-

ty. This inseparable set offers better control, stability and 

predictability than before. 

In traditional deployment scenarios, the code is deploy-

ed to target machines separate from the configuration. 

This led to the rise of Desired State Configuration, where 

script or a declarative language of some form would de-

scribe the configuration for the application code and its 

requirements at a host level. The code and resulting bi-

naries were usually handled by the development team. 

The team also describes the required configuration in 

documentation. The operations team would then get 

scripts from the development team to prepare the host 

machines and to do final configuration of the software 

components. This turned out to be error-prone, but also 

required multiple environments to separate the various 

stages in an application’s lifecycle, such as testing, ac-

ceptance and production. Containers ensure that our 

applications always run in exactly the same context 

over different container hosts.

STAGES INSTEAD  
OF ENVIRONMENTS 

Having Development, Testing, Acceptance and Pro-

duction environments (DTAP for short) might be 

a thing of the past when containers and clusters 

come into the picture. Traditionally there are separate 

environments to indicate the level of quality and trust 

in your application and its components. Think of the 

versions of your container images as reflecting the 

various environment stages that an application goes 

through. You could run the versions for DTAP in a sin-

gle cluster, at different endpoints managed by the 

cluster software. If necessary, one can still separate 

a production from a non-production cluster, but this 

will mostly be from a security perspective rather than 

for reasons of stability and availability of the stages in 

the application’s lifecycle. 

The entire environment can even be described as code 

through composition files describing the various ele-

ments and containers. For example, the tool Docker 

Compose uses YML files to describe the various parts 

in an environment for one or more applications. Tran-

sitioning from one environment to the next, say from 

staging to production, can be accomplished by pro-

moting these files.

FIT AND ALIGNMENT 
WITH DISTRIBUTED 
ARCHITECTURES

Transitioning to container-based applications fits well 

with modern architecture styles such as microservices. 

Large scale and heavily distributed applications bene-

fit from such architecture and consequently the use of 

container technology. In the aforementioned archi-

tectures, individual containers usually contain single 

processes such as a service for Web API, website ho-

sting or background processing. This requires one to 

rethink the design of the application in small, isolated 

and manageable chunks.

Typically, each container image will be run multiple ti-

mes for failover, robustness and scalability. In addition, 

there will be many separate container images that to-

gether form the complete application. Each of the run-

ning container instances is network-separated to build 

an intrinsically distributed application. The application 

architecture must take this into account. You should 

carefully consider the fact that other components use 

the network for communication. This comes at a price 

and a risk. The call to another component is not cheap 

in terms of time, when made over HTTP or TCP compa-

red to an in-process or single-machine call. Also, there 

is the chance that the process in another container mi-

ght not be available or reachable. Countermeasures 

to deal with outages need to be built into the applica-

tion. Implementation patterns such as Circuit Breaker 

and Retry become part of the developer’s portfolio. It 

is likely that such architecture impacts the way teams 

and companies are organized. The benefit of this new 

architecture type is alignment with the container ap-

proach and with the DevOps teams that build and run 

the applications. This alignment comes from the iso-

lation of multiple smaller parts in the system, which is 

designed to deal with potentially short lifetimes or the 

unavailability of services. The cost of such architectu-

re and different implementation patterns lies in their 

complexity and requisite learning curve.

SUPPORT IN APPLICATION 
FRAMEWORKS AND 
TOOLING

There is an abundance of frameworks that facilitate 

developing code for components and services to run 

in containers. The architecture and development mo-

del allows a freedom of technology choice for each of 

the containers, as these are loosely coupled and have 

no binary or technical dependencies on one another. 

6
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5 There is no specific vendor lock-in when choosing the 

framework for development. However, a fit-for-purpo-

se selection is highly recommended.

As far as tooling is concerned, the world of containers 

has converged on Docker as the de facto standard for 

interacting with container instances, images and hosts. 

With the standardization around Docker as the conta-

iner interaction protocol and Docker as the company 

to deliver the low-level tooling, other companies and 

software have chosen to align. Development environ-

ments offer tooling and integration with the Docker 

ecosystem. Docker images are used as the image for-

mat for container clusters to deploy new components 

into the cluster. Increasingly, web application services 

are being deployed from Docker images, instead of in-

staller or file copy-based deployments.
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3 Reasons Not to Use Containers

CONTAINER TECHNOLOGY 
IS NOT A SILVER BULLET

Even though containers are popular, especially among 

developers and operations, container technology is 

not the solution for every problem in application deli-

very and architectures. Switching to containers as the 

basis for your application will not necessarily solve or 

prevent performance, stability or scaling issues. Con-

tainers do not fit every part of an application or the big-

ger landscape that it is part of. Careful consideration is 

required to decide when using containers makes sense 

and when it doesn’t.

THE BENEFITS OF 
CONTAINERS COME AT 
A PRICE

Creating an application that utilizes containers requires 

learning the technology and investing time to change 

the architecture and deployment strategies. Various 

design patterns need to be implemented by develo-

pers in order to make a resilient and robust distributed 

application. The build and release pipelines have to be 

changed for the creation and deployment of container 

images. This is more complicated than a traditional 

monolithic application and its lifecycle. The new way of 

combining development and operations into DevOps 

involves changing teams and aligning the organization 

with business domains.

The above-mentioned reasons might be convincing enough to make you want to start with containers tomorrow. As 

always, there is another side to take into account. Containers might not be what is best for you, your applications, or 

your organization.

So, while an application and the landscape will benefit 

from using containers, they do not come free of char-

ge. This means investment is required before the be-

nefits can be reaped, and there is no guarantee that in 

the end the benefits will outweigh the costs, particular-

ly for simpler and smaller applications.

THE APPLICATION 
PARADIGM IS MOVING 
FURTHER

Containers are fairly new and many are still wrapping 

their heads around applying them in application de-

velopment. The world of modern application develop-

ment is moving on at a rapid pace and other, newer 

ways of creating distributed applications are emerging. 

Serverless computing is a nascent form of computing 

that allows near-infinite scaling and a cost-model that 

charges by the millisecond consumed. It introduces 

an even higher level of hardware abstraction, because 

it does not even require hosts like a cluster does. Ad-

ditionally, the way serverless computing is implemen-

ted focuses on the actual logic instead of much of the 

plumbing that container implementations still require. 

This implies that the costs of building and running ap-

plications may be lower when choosing a serverless 

model. 
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Container technology is taking a prominent place 

in today’s approach to application development and 

hosting. There is a lot to be said for and considered 

in switching to containers as technology for modern 

cloud-scale applications. 

Final Thoughts

ALEX THISSEN
Alex has been involved in application development since the late 

nineties. He has worked as lead developer and architect at large 

enterprises and small companies. He spends his time teaching other 

developers the details of Microsoft’s development platform and 

frameworks, and coaches architects in the design and building of 

modern distributed applications at cloud scale using microservices and 

container technology. He has received the Microsoft Most Valuable 

Professional Award for Visual Studio and Development Technologies ten 

times. In his spare time, Alex likes to participate in all kinds of sports, 

and loves playing and programming new and retro video games.

Luxoft and Civic Education Association’s annual classes 
where students teach seniors basic computer skills.  
The program has brought together almost 900 
participants in the last 3 years including 500 senior 
citizens and more than 400 students.

Professor  

Grandchild
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IGOR DMITRIEV
VERY GOOD GROUP 

This is a great tool to help you to find memory leaks and reduce memory consumption. This is one of the 
best tools to deal with OutOfMemoryError. It’s difficult finding a developer who hasn’t come across this 
error before.I

TOOL IN ACTION

THE ECLIPSE

MEMORY ANALYZER

WHAT IS THE REASON FOR IT? WHY 
DOES IT HAPPEN? 

There are two common reasons: 

1. Memory leak

2. Your application consumes too much memory; 

for instance, it loads a lot of data

What Is Memory Leak?  

How is it possible if Java has an auto clean up memory 

system in Garbage Collector?

Actually, a memory leak happens when some objects 

aren’t being used by the application anymore and GC 

can’t reclaim and clean them up, but at the same time 

they are reachable for GC.

WHAT DOES “REACHABLE” MEAN?

A reachable object is one that is still live. GC can find 

this object from GC roots through references (active 

threads, JNI references, and static fields).

Memory leak isn’t a problem if the unreachable object 

is alone. Rather, it becomes an issue when a lot of the 

same objects are created over and over again and 

they start to consume a lot of memory. They’ve lost 

their way. 

Who Is to Blame? Java, JVM, GC? 

None of these are to blame exactly. Developers are 

guilty in the sense that memory leak is a business 

and application-specific term. It means the developer 

made a mistake. The simplest example of memory 

leak is a developer adding an item to a cache and 

forgetting to invalidate the cache so the objects will 

live forever. 

WHY SHOULD YOU CARE ABOUT IT? 

The more memory your application consumes the 

more often the GC should work to clean up the mem-

ory to allow JVM to create new objects. The slower 

your application is, the less happy your customers. 

Garbage Collector should not work more than your 

application, obviously.

When an OutOfMemoryError occurs, your Java thread 

dies. When the exception occurs and isn’t caught it’s 

a sign that something is wrong. This is much better 

than the application working slowly and not giving any 

signs about impending disaster. I think you are lucky if 

you get the OutOfMemoryError as quickly as possible.

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?

First of all, you should add a “–XX:+HeapDumpOnOut-

OfMemoryError” flag to VM options. This is really 

important. There is no reason to not enable this flag. 

I highly recommend adding it no matter where you 

work and no matter what project you are working on. 

It doesn’t matter if your project is “Hello World” or 

to launch ships into space, you should add this flag; 

otherwise, you won’t be able to gather evidence to do 

a post-mortem. Actually you can launch JVisualVM 

or jstat or Java Mission Control to see what is going 

on with your memory in runtime, but you won’t know 

the steps to take to reproduce the OutOfMemoryError, 

which is not easy. Most of time it’s useless anyways be-

cause your last action, which led to the out of mem-

ory error, was the last straw and all the memory was 

swallowed up in different places. 

WHAT DOES THIS FLAG MEAN? 
HOW IS IT USEFUL? 

When you add this flag to VM option, it forces the VM 

to generate a heap dump file – a memory snapshot  

at a certain point in time.

WHAT IS HEAP DUMP? 

Heap dump is a binary representation of objects that 

are written into a file. The heap dump will help in fig-

uring out what is consuming memory.

It does not make sense to analyze the memory 

snapshot manually; instead, use tools. I really like the 

Eclipse Memory Analyzer Tool –  

http://www.eclipse.org/mat/
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Here’s an example of how to use it:

In this example we put the user Igor to cache in infinite loop and never clean the cache or remove objects from it. 

If you noticed, I added the “–Xmx100m” VM option as well, which forces VM to use 100 megabytes of heap size. I set  

it up to not wait too long because by default the heap size depends on the operating system, physical memory and 

the Java version.

The console output is:

 java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space 

 Dumping heap to java_pid8406.hprof ... 

	 Heap	dump	file	created	[169407815	bytes	in	0.987	secs] 

 Exception in thread „main” java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space 

  at java.until.Arrays.copyOf(Arrays.java:3210) 

  at java.until.Arrays.copyOf(Arrays.java:3181) 

  at java.until.ArrayList.ensureExplicitCapacity(ArrayList.java:235) 

  at java.until.ArrayList.edd(ArrayList.java:458) 

  at MatTest.main(MatTest.java:9) <5 internal calls>

Proces	finished	with	exit	code	1

public class MatTest {
 private static final List<User> cache = new ArrayList<>();

 public static void main(String[]	args)	{
  for (; ; ) {
   cache.add(new User(“Igor”));
  }
 }
}

As you can see, an OutOfMemoryError occurred and the java_pid8406.hprof heap dump file has been created. Note, 

the heap dump file size is around 169 megabytes, which approximately equals –Xmx size.

Note: JVM generates a heap dump file just once. It won’t generate a .hprof file if the exception will occur again.

And look at the stack trace, MatTest.main (MatTest.java:9) – this shows us exactly where the OutOfMemoryError  

occurred, but as I mentioned before, don’t pay it too much mind because the root cause may be in another place.  

If an error occurs in the MainTest class, just 1000 users could be created and 999 users were created in another class 

and just one user in MatTest it does not mean that MatTest is responsible for memory consumption.

WHAT SHOULD I GET FROM MAT?

1. Which objects consumed a lot of memory? 

2. Why can’t GC clean up them? Where are they in your memory? What are their links?

Let’s analyze the heap dump.

MAT lets you generate some reports. Let’s choose “Leak Suspects Report.”

You will get info about the heap. If you’re lucky, you’ll be able to understand what happened immediately.

13
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As you can see, it reported that java.lang.Object[] occupies 82 megabytes and 99.46% of memory. It’s easy to guess 

that object is “Object[] elementData” in the storage array in the ArrayList.

And here you can get what is inside the array – user objects.

There are 4,102,267 user instances.

BUT WHAT DO ALL THESE TERMS MEAN?  
WHAT IS “SHALLOW HEAP” AND “RETAINED HEAP”?

You may think heap dump is a good approach to help figure out how much an objectweighs, but it’s not – heap dumps 

lie. It’s an excellent method to find memory leaks and the OutOfMemoryError, that’s it.

IF I REMOVE AN OBJECT FROM THE MEMORY,  
HOW MUCH MEMORY WILL THE GC FREE UP? 

This is a good question. 

Let’s dive a bit deeper into the two kinds of heap:

The Shallow Heap – the heap occupied by object itself (amount of memory consumed by one object without  

references)

The Retained Heap – The heap is occupied by the object itself plus offspring objects and references, which show the 

total size of objects removed in the shallow heap when the dominant object is garbage collected.

Let me explain using a diagram:

RS – retained size 

RS(4) = RS(4) – removing object 4 means only object 4 will be eligible for GC. 

RS(3) = RS(3) + RS(4) – removing object 3 means objects 3 and 4 will be eligible for GC. 

RS(1) = RS(1) + RS(2) + RS(3) + RS(4) – removing object 1 means objects 1, 2, 3, 4 will be eligible for GC. 

RS(2) = RS(2) – just object 2, because object 1 still has  

 pointer to object 3. 

 

It’s impossible to dig into Eclipse MAT if you don’t know how to distinguish these two types of heap size measurements.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO KNOW? 
To find fat memory consumers you should find objects with the biggest retained size. If you remove them lot  

of memory will be freed up for use. 

MAT gives you some useful metrics as well.Let’s take a look at the overview. There is a pie chart in the middle showing 

Biggest Objects by Retained Size:

1

2 3

4
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Please note – Shallow Size = 15.6 MB and Retained Size = 78.2 MB

Object[] holds a lot of objects. It’s very easy to find a fat object by looking at the picture.

There are many useful metrics such as: 1. Histogram – Lists number of instances per class

This shows us how many objects occupy the heap by class. We know for sure that there are a lot of user class instan-

ces.

2. Dominator Tree – Lists the biggest objects and what they keep alive.

You can navigate through the object graph.

3. Top Consumers – Prints the most expensive objects grouped by class and by package.

4. Duplicate Classes – Detects classes loaded by multiple class loaders.

It’s really useful to analyze the pie chart, so let’s do it.

Just click on a big object: Path to GC Roots, and exclude all phantom/weak/soft, etc. references.

You will get:

Here we see a full path from the GC root to your object occupying memory.

In our simple example you see that the GC root is the main thread (it’s the one with the yellow label) and it’s clear that 

java.lang.Object[] is really huge with a retained size of 82,045,360. This means if you remove that object almost it will free 

up most of the memory for use.

WHY IS IT SO HUGE?

Click on java.lang.Object[] -> List objects –> with outgoing references.

17
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Why is the retained size so very big? This is an important moment. I am on the edge of my seat…. :

All of a sudden, there are multiple user instances in the object array. 

Let me summarize:

1. Find a large object.

2. Figure out why it’s so big.

3. Figure out what objects it holds.

4. Figure out why it’s still alive in the memory. 

5. Analyze its path from the GC root to the object and then from the object to the latest, deepest references, 

from both sides.

Most of the time it’s an easy way to find out the reason for memory leak or an OutOfMemoryError, isn’t it?

OK, now we’ve found the reason.

FEELS BETTER

Health yeah!   
Feel better with LuxGood activities:

Massages

Cooking competition

Well-being & work-life balance workshops

Wellness workshops

Global Fit Challenge

18



HOW DOES ONE FIX OUTOFMEMORYERROR OR MEMORY LEAK? 

The best way is by reducing the creation of a lot of objects and huge objects, easy as ABC. You should track object 

creation and control it. A common issue is when loading too much data from the database. Use pagination or think 

over it – maybe you don’t need all that data now. Most of the time users can’t handle too much data at the same time 

or it’s not really user-friendly to show them all the data anyways. Don’t create huge objects, but preference small 

objects over larger ones. Don’t use object pools unless necessary. Define objects at the lowest scope possible. Make 

sure to remove listeners, since it’s common for developers to forget to unsubscribe from them.

That was a simple example like “Hello World,” but what about real examples?

I’ve fixed OutOfMemoryError issues on various projects in production. 

To be honest many times just analyzing the stack trace helped me to find the reason. Since it’s the fastest solution, 

I recommend trying it first.

I would like to share one of them with you.

One day we noticed that our application was slow and then later it crashed with an OutOfMemoryError.

I got a heap dump and started analyzing…

Settings:

-Xmx 4Gb

Jasper report – 6.1.0

OVERVIEW

As you can see there is an object, “net.sf.jasperreports.engine.fill.JRVerticalFiller,” that is occupying 3.4 GB retained 

size in the heap memory. Yeah, we were using Jasper Report for report generation.

Pay attention to “net.sf.jasperreports.engine.fill.JRVerticalFiller” loaded by “org.apache.catalina.loader.WebappC-
lassLoader @ 0x6c01e1aa8.” It occupies 3,630,930,096 (88.84%) bytes. It definitely shows the reason.

Shortest Paths to the Accumulation Point –
This shows us the full path from the GC root to the deepest object that TaskThread holds. It means the jasperPrint field 

in JRVerticalFiller class.

jasperPrint has “pages.”

Pages is a synchronized ArrayList.

Inside is “Object[] elementData.” 

21
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HISTOGRAM (ORDERED BY OBJECTS):

 
 

There are 23,752,542 objects in the JRTemplatePrintText class.

HISTOGRAM (ORDERED BY RETAINED HEAP SIZE):

WHY IS THE JRTEMPLATEPRINTTEXT STILL IN THE MEMORY?  
WHAT CONTAINS IT?

PATH TO GC ROOTS:

The TaskThread holds JRTemplatePrintText. (TaskThread – a thread implementation that records the time at which it 

was created.)

WHY DOES JRTEMPLTEPRINTTEXT HAVE SUCH A LARGE RETAINED SIZE?

23
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DOMINATOR TREE:

 

Total: 4,745,084 objects of JRBasePrintPage

Let’s dive a bit deeper:

CONCLUSION: 

There was a really huge jasperPrint object from the JRVerticallFiller class holding pages and a very large ArrayList 

object. It is obvious that a lot of pages (24,613,616 instances) were created while the report was generating. Apparently 

something went wrong. It looked like pages were being added infinitely. Just in debugging I found a place where we 

ran into an infinite loop. I’ve googled it and found:

1. http://community.jaspersoft.com/questions/500177/infinite-loop-due-page-header-overflow

2. http://community.jaspersoft.com/wiki/isprintwhendetailoverflowstrue-can-cause-report-render-indefinitely

3. http://community.jaspersoft.com/questions/527078/infinite-loop-subreport-fill

The third one helps us understand why it happened.

The infinite loop occurred due to the incorrect usage of “printWhenDetailsOverflows=true” for PDF file generation, 

which led to infinite loop. Jasper was generating many new pages upon resizing and storing them in the ArrayList.

 

I hope it was helpful for you to read this article. Thanks for your attention. Good luck, use Eclipse MAT, and have fun :-)

REFERENCES:

1. Eclipse MAT – http://community.jaspersoft.com/questions/527078/infinite-loop-subreport-fill

2. Amazing blog of great product – Plumbr – https://plumbr.eu/blog

3. OutOfMemoryError handbook – https://plumbr.eu/outofmemoryerror

4. Charlie Hunt, Monica Beckwith, Poonam Parhar, Bengt Rutisson – Java Performance Companion – 2016 –   

https://www.amazon.it/Java-Performance-Companion-Charlie-Hunt/dp/0133796825
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ENGINEERING 
QUALITY 

INTRODUCTION

AePRO-LOG is Arrowhead’s third generation eDiary 

product. The primary design goal of ePRO-LOG is to be 

able to rapidly deploy dairies used for data collection 

in clinical trails and disease management programs.

A typical diary may include 100 forms translated in 15 

or more languages, and used in several locales. This 

results in a large number of software builds and con-

figurations. As a result, we needed an automated test 

tool to address potential risks and to automate com-

mon tasks. 

The most important quality risks we wanted to address 

were:

• Reliability

• Translation completeness

• Functionality of UI

• Input error checking

• Verification of requirements

We needed an automated test tool with the following 

capabilities and features:

• Address defined risks

• Produce accurate form-flow diagrams 

• Reduce tedium and opportunity for error in man-

ual testing

• Save effort associated with manual testing for 

these risks

• Improve time-to-market by reducing test cycle 

duration through 24x7 testing

• Provide auditable documentation

• Handle any screen flow or translation without cus-

tom test scripts (i.e., be trial-independent)

• Be easy to implement and cost effective

This is a case study in how we reduced our risks and 

achieved our test automation objectives in just a few 

months on a total tools outlay of $0. 

HOW ONE COMPANY 
MANAGED RISKS AND 
SAVED MONEY WITH 

A DUMB MONKEY
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NO COMMERCIAL TOOL

Now, while we just mentioned a tools outlay of $0, it 

wasn’t as if we started with that as a target. Often, buy-

ing tools is the most cost-effective solution, so we 

evaluated automated test tools as a potential solution. 

Since we develop custom software on a PDA, we found 

the commercial options limited. ePRO-LOG is high-

ly configurable and optimized to make diaries easy to 

produce. The drawback of our approach is our widgets 

are non standard, so they are not handled gracefully 

by common testing tools. We also needed an easy way 

to generate screen flows and compare those with our 

requirements. 

So, that was a dead end. We could not find a commer-

cial tool to meet our needs. We needed to address the 

risks, but human labor was cost prohibitive. So, we de-

cided to go with monkey labor.

ENTER THE MONKEY

Beginning with some discussions in January, we decid-

ed to make a dumb monkey. Why is the Monkey dumb? 

Because the architecture is a simple as possible! The 

Monkey is an unscripted automated test tool that gives 

input at random. To minimize cost, effort, and time re-

quired for development, we decided to implement the 

Monkey in Perl under Cygwin. We also decided to take 

advantage of our application’s cross-platform function-

ality and perform the bulk of our testing on a Windows 

PC. The Windows PC allows us to test at a rapid rate.

Every test automation tool tends to have its own termi-

nology, so let’s start by introducing some terms, shown 

in Table 1.

TERMS MEANING

Chef Testability features added to the application to make the Monkey Chow

Monkey 
Chow

Human readable description of the screen produced by the application in real-time. 

Eat 
Monkey

Reads in the Monkey Chow and creates a data structure suitable for the Think Monkey

Think 
Monkey

Takes in the data structure from 
the Eat Monkey and decides what action to take next

Watch 
Monkey

Captures screen shots of ePRO-LOG as the monkey operates

Push 
Monkey

Interacts with the PDA user interface. The Push Monkey creates custom Windows messages and 
sends them to the ePRO-LOG application.

Monkey 
Droppings

Screen shots and human readable log files produced by the monkey to keep track of where it’s 
been, what it’s done, and what it’s seen

Chunky 
Monkey

The Chunky Monkey encapsulates the Eat Monkey, 
Think Monkey, Watch Monkey, Push Monkey, and produces 

the Monkey Droppings

Presentation 
Monkey

Transforms monkey droppings into graphical flow charts.

dot 
file

A human readable data file used 
by the GraphViz dot application to generate abstract graphs.  

http://www.graphviz.org/

Table 1: Monkey glossary

THE MONKEY’S TALENTS

The Monkey improves reliability in our application by 

randomly walking through the diary trying different 

input combinations. The utilization of random events 

allows the Monkey to be diary-independent and gen-

erally does not require any customization. During the 

Monkey’s walk, it is constantly looking for broken links, 

missing images, and input validation errors. 

The Monkey can perform long-term reliability tests al-

lowing us to accumulate as many hours of testing as 

time and CPU cycles permit. By continuously stressing 

the application, potential defects are more likely to 

be discovered. Long-term reliability tests are ideal for 

testing after deployment with little human interven-

tion. This allows our products to be continually tested 

while testing staff focuses on new development.

The Monkey tests more input combinations than a rea-

sonably-sized manual test team could, thus increasing 

confidence and decreasing the likelihood of undis-

covered defects. In addition, the screenshots, Monkey 

Chow, and Monkey Droppings created during the test 

process are saved in an auditable format. Auditable 

test results are important in environments subject to 

FDA regulations. 

Diaries are typically translated into many languages. 

For each language, a translation tester must verify all 

screens. Screenshots captured by the Monkey are au-

tomatically inserted into a Word formatted translation 

verification document. This document allows transla-

tion testers to verify the content and the completeness 

of the screens. This approach is more efficient and less 

error-prone than navigating to the ePRO-LOG screens 

manually on a device.

GIFTS OF THE MONKEY

Using the Monkey over a four month period we have 

noticed significant savings of time in the following ar-

eas: diary testing, screenshot capturing, and transla-

tion verification. We have also enjoyed the benefits of 

long term reliability testing and faster cycle times.

The initial development of the Monkey took approxi-

mately 120 hours of a programmer’s time over a three 

week period. This is an upfront cost and does not have 

to be repeated for each diary.

The Monkey allows the compression of two calendar 

days of functional testing into a half-day. This allows for 

flexibility in terms of making changes during the test 

period. 

The time saved doing translation verification for a sin-

gle diary created in 14 different languages, was approx-

imately 323 hours (see Table 2). This time savings has 

surpassed the initial 120 hours required to develop the 

Monkey. Since the Monkey is diary independent, our 

return on investment will continue to grow.
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MANUAL AUTOMATED

Test Plan 
Preparation Time 

(hrs)
225 42

Test Execution  
per cycle 

(human hrs)
7 3

Number of Cycles 35 35

Total Effort (hrs) 470 147

Savings (hrs) 323

chunkyMonkey.pl 

A Perl script which 
implements the Eat, Think, 
Watch, and Push Monkeys. 
This script also creates the 
Monkey Droppings.

launchMonkey.sh

A Bash script used to invoke 
chunykMonkey.pl using the 
monkeyChow.txt as input, 
and redirecting output to 
monkeyDroppings.txt

makeDotFile.pl
A Perl script which processes 
monkeyDroppings.txt, and 
creates a GraphViz dot file

makeDot.sh

A Bash script which calls 
GraphViz (dot.exe) to convert 
a dot file into a BMP, GIF, 
JPEG, PDF, PNG, or SVG file

Table 2: Human hours saved for translation verification 

(so far)

Table 3: Scripts that make up the Monkey

Collectively the ePRO-LOG application and the scripts 

described in Table 3 implement the system described 

in Figure 1.

ANATOMY OF THE MONKEY

The monkey consists of a collection of Perl scripts, open 

source tools, and minor testability enhancements to 

ePRO-LOG. Our implementation of the monkey con-

tains the follow scripts:

Figure 2: Example screen shot and corresponding Monkey Chow

Figure 1: Illustration of how  

ePRO-LOG and all of the  

Monkey’s subsystems interact

INSIDE THE MONKEY’S WORLD

Let’s take a look at examples of the three main types of 

documents that we find in the monkey’s world. 

Monkey Chow describes the form and all of the widgets 

belonging to the form. Below is some example Monkey 

Chow corresponding to FormHome. White space was 

added to make the data more readable.

GUI

EPRO-LOG

EVENTS

SCREEN SHOTS

PRESENTATION 
MONKEY

FILE SYSTEM

CHUNKY MONKEY

CHEF

MAKEDOT

MONKEY CHOW

GRAPHVIZ

MONKEY
DROPPINGS

FLOW
DIAGRAMS

PUSH MONKEY

WATCH MONKEY

THINK MONKEY

EAT MONKEY

ready:
form:handle=”0x001502FA”:objectGuid=”21”:type=”1”:
 name=”FormHome”:x=”0”:y=”0”:width=”320”:height=”320”:

widget:lparam=”0x001A0496”:controlId=”0x1”:objectGuid=”22”:type=”6”:
 name=”ButtonExit”:x=”0”:y=”232”:width=”75”:height=”34”:formGUId=”21”:

widget:controlId=”0x2”

widget:lparam=”0x001804A4”:controlId=”0x3”:objectGuid=”24”:type=”6”:  
name=”ButtonMainMenu”:x=”20”:y=”105”:width=”200”:height=”30”:formGUId=”21”:

widget:lparam=”0x000B0408”:controlId=”0x4”:objectGuid=”25”:type=”6”:  
name=”ButtonSendData”:x=”20”:y=”140”:width=”200”:height=”30”:formGUId=”21”:

widget:lparam=”0x001304A8”:controlId=”0x5”:objectGuid=”26”:type=”6”:  
name=”ButtonTools”:x=”20”:y=”175”:width=”200”:height=”30”:formGUId=”21”:

formEnd:
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To use this data to hit ButtonTools, we would pass in the form handle=”0x001502FA”, lparam=”0x001304A8”, and contro-

lId=”0x5” to the Push Monkey. Additional data is used to provide insight to the Think Monkey and to make the Monkey 

Droppings more descriptive.

The subroutine below was extracted from the Push monkey. The print statement at the end will become a single entry 

in the Monkey Droppings:

Monkey Droppings record the output from the Chunky Monkey. The output consists of the current form, whether 

a screen shot was taken, and any actions taken by the Think Monkey. In the example below we started on the login 

screen, pressed Button1 four times, hit ButtonOkay, then selected ButtonTools on FormHome. Screens shot where also 

taken along the way.

This data can also be used to create a dot file for the Presentation Monkey. FormTools was added to the dot file for pur-

pose of illustration:

sub hitGraphicButton
{
  my $formContainer = shift;
  my $widgetParams = shift;

  my $handle = $formContainer->{“params”}->{“handle”}; # form:handle=”0x001502FA”:
  my $message= “0x000111”;      # WM_COMMAND message
  my $wParam = $widgetParams->{“controlId”};  # controlId=”0x5”
  my $lParam = $widgetParams->{“lparam”};   # lparam=”0x001304A8”:

  my $result = `postmsg.exe -p -h $handle $message $wParam $lParam`;

  print “event” .
      ‘:name=”’.$formContainer->{“params”}->{“name”}     .’”’.
      ‘:type=”’.’GraphicButton’.’”’.’:name=”’.$widgetParams->{“name”}.”\”\n”;
  # event:name=”FormHome”:type=”GraphicButton”:name=”ButtonTools” 

Storing image as: ../images/FormLogin.png
event::name=”FormLogin”:type=”GraphicButton”:name=”Button1”
event::name=”FormLogin”:type=”GraphicButton”:name=”Button1”
event::name=”FormLogin”:type=”GraphicButton”:name=”Button1”
event::name=”FormLogin”:type=”GraphicButton”:name=”Button1”
event::name=”FormLogin”:type=”GraphicButton”:name=”ButtonOkay”
Storing image as: ../images/FormHome.png
event::name=”FormHome”:type=”GraphicButton”:name=”ButtonTools”
Storing image as: ../images/FormTools.png

digraph studyFlow
{
  FormLogin  [label = “”, shapefile = “images/FormLogin.png”];
  FormHome  [label = “”, shapefile = “images/FormHome.png”];
  FormTools  [label = “”, shapefile = “images/FormTools.png”];

  FormLogin -> FormTools;
  FormLogin -> FormHome;
}

Figure 4: Example of Monkey Droppings

Figure 5: Example GraphViz dot file

Figure 3: How the Push Monkey works

Next the Presentation Monkey uses GraphViz to render 

the dot file into an image.

THE MONKEY’S HIDDEN POWERS

The monkey has a latent capability which we have not used yet, although the functionality is present. This is a very powerful 

ability to verify the actual screen flows against the requirements specification. This is particularly important in an FDA- 

-regulated environment where complete coverage of requirements are mandated by 21 CFR and other regulations.  

For companies that are operating in regulated environment, maintaining the required level of documentation can be 

a significant operating cost.

Figure 6: Screen flow generated  

by Presentation Monkey

Figure 7: Comparing specifications vs screens and test screen flows

MONKEY-READY
SPECYFICATION

MONKEY-READY
SPECYFICATION

MONKEY
DROPPING

MONKEY
DROPPING

COMPARATOR

COMPARATOR

PRESENTATION
MONKEY

MAKE DOT

GRAPHVIZ
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Figure 7 shows how this works. Let’s work our way around 

this figure, starting with the sequence originating on the 

right side. 

The Presentation Monkey can produce a screen flow dia-

gram from the Monkey Droppings file as shown previously 

in Figure 6. This diagram shows what screens where ob-

served during Monkey testing.

However, we can also produce a screen flow diagram us-

ing our requirements specification instead of the Monkey 

Droppings file. Our testers can use this diagram to show 

the expected functional flow of the application.

Now, that capability alone would be exciting enough, 

but would still leave the tedious and error prone task of 

comparing the two screen flows. However, we also have  

a comparator that can compare the test-based screen 

flow with the spec-based screen flow. The output is fed to 

the Presentation Monkey, which produces a comparison 

like that shown in Figure 8.

FORM HOME

FORM QUESTIONNAIRES

FORM INJECTIONS

FORM MAIN MENU

FORM TRAINING

FORM Q1

FORM T5

FORM Q3

FORM Q3 FORM T2

FORM T1

FORM T3 FORM T1

FORM SAVE

FORM T4 FORM T2

FORM I3

R
EQ

U
IR

EM
EN

TS
 O

N
LY

REQUIREMENTS
 

 O
NLY

A
P

P
LI

C
A

TI
O

N
 O

N
LY

APPLICATION ONLY

As you can see in this figure, we have highlighted the 

differences between the screen flow described in  

the specification and what was observed during testing. 

For example, the requirements specification called for 

the screen flow to proceed from FormT4 to FormT5 pri-

or to entering FormSave, but instead we went straight 

from FormT4 to FormSave. In addition, the require-

ments specification called for the screen flow to pro-

ceed from FormI2 directly to FormSave, but instead 

we went from FormI2 to FormI3 before proceeding to 

FormSave.

This capability greatly reduces the risk of releasing 

a product which does not adhere to customer require-

ments.

WHAT’S NEXT FOR THE MONKEY? 

We plan on scaling up our usage of monkey labor to 

perform long term software reliability testing. By using 

a large number of PCs or a Monkey cloud, we could 

simulate tens or even hundreds of thousands of hours 

of operation in as little as a week. This will allow us to 

produce statistically valid software reliability estimates 

for the ePRO-LOG.

We also intend to introduce scripting capabilities into 

the Monkey. This will allow for a pre-determined de-

cision about screen flows (rather than a random deci-

sion) during scripted tests.

CONCLUSION

Creating a Monkey with simple architecture allowed us 

to address our risks while saving the company time and 

money. Using open source components and minimal 

software development effort we have created a cus-

tom testing application which provides us far greater 

benefits than existing commercial products. The mon-

key has already paid for itself in time saved and offers 

our company a competitive advantage by improving 

our documentation, testing, and allowing for faster 

turnaround time.

No monkeys where harmed during the development of 

this application.
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HECTOR MORALES KOTT
LUXOFT MEXICO

Defining precisely what makes a company “data-driven” is harder today more than ever.  
Nowadays every company has different processes and organizational structures, even when comparing 
companies from the same industries..I

DATA DRIVEN
COMPANY

DATA-DRIVEN COMPANY

A different approach would be to understand what 

a data-driven company (DDC) is not. Do any of the 

following sound familiar? “We got to the management 

monthly meeting and the sales team had a different 

MTD GIS number than the finance team.” “I would’ve 

brought today’s attainment number, but our dash-

boards only show information up to two days ago.” 

“Next time I will bring the sales report by category and 

by channel. I hope my analyst will be able to build it.”

You cannot call yourself a data-driven company when 

your best IT Geek soldier has to spend the entire  

morning crunching numbers from your ERP to get the 

daily report the way management needs it in order to 

make informed decisions. 

Here are some of the questions you need to ask your-

self to understand how ready your company really is 

for today’s new industrial revolution, or what some like 

to call “the big data era.”

A) Can everyone access the data they need and the 

way they need it by the time they need it?

B) Can everyone get actionable insights from their 

data?

C) Is everyone aligned around the company’s top 

natural KPIs?

D) Is someone responsible for the data quality in your 

reports/dashboards?

8 EXAMPLES OF COMPANIES 
USING THEIR DATA TO CREATE 
A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: 

1. Macy’s, Inc. and real-time pricing: The retail-

er adjusts pricing in near real time for 73 million 

(!) items, based on demand and inventory, using 

technology from SAS Institute.

2. Tipp24 AG, a platform for placing bets on Euro-

pean lotteries and prediction: The company uses 

KXEN software to analyze billions of transactions 

and hundreds of customer attributes, and devel-

ops predictive models that target customers and 

personalize marketing messages on the fly. 

3. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. and search: The mega-re-

tailer’s latest search engine for Walmart.com in-

cludes semantic data. Wal-Mart says adding se-

mantic search has improved the rate of online 

shoppers completing a purchase by 10% to 15%. 

4. Fast food and video: This company is training cam-

eras on drive-through lanes to determine what to 

display on its digital menu board. When the lines 

are longer, the menu features products that can 

be served up quickly; when the lines are shorter, 

the menu features higher-margin items that take 

longer to prepare. 

5. PredPol, Inc. and repurposing: The Los Angeles 

and Santa Cruz police departments, a team of ed-

ucators and a company called PredPol have taken 

an algorithm used to predict earthquakes, tweaked 

it and started feeding it crime data. The software 

can predict where crimes are likely to occur within 

a 500 square feet radius. In LA, areas where the 

software is being used have experienced a 33% 

reduction in burglaries and a 21% reduction in vi-

olent crimes.

6. Tesco PLC and performance efficiency: The super-

market chain collected 70 million refrigerator-re-

lated data points from its units and fed them into 

a dedicated data warehouse. These data points 

were analyzed to keep tabs on performance, 

gauge when machines needed to be serviced and 

perform proactive maintenance to cut down on 

energy costs.

7. Express Scripts Holding Co. and product gener-

ation: Express Scripts, which processes pharma-

ceutical claims, realized that those who most need 

their medications were also those most likely to 

forget to take them. So, they created a beeping 

medicine caps and automated phone calls re-

minding patients when it’s time to take their next 

dose.

8. Tesco uses the data collected on customer buying 

habits to send personalized discounts for items 

customers might like and ones they currently buy. 

For example, if you currently buy Tesco brand milk, 

they may send you a coupon for a more upmarket 

brand of milk. If they can get you hooked on that 

brand, you’ll probably buy it regardless of wheth-

er or not it’s on sale, thus up-selling you on their 

products.
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They can also use buying habits to predict when they 

need to restock items, a program which in the last five 

years allowed them to save an average of £100m a year 

through a reduction in wasted stock and ensure 30% 

fewer gaps on shelves during promotions.

Source: http://searchcio.techtarget.com/

Making the cultural switch is not simple, but once you 

get there, a cycle of greater insights leading to better 

questions and answers begins. In order to get here, 

you must follow these steps: 

1. Build a data warehouse.

2. Connect all data sources to provide analytics for all 

departments. Involve everyone, including decision 

makers, vendors, suppliers, and contractors.

3. Provide BI solutions using two main highways:

A) Sharing data through high-level dashboards, 

analysis, mobile business intelligence and reports.

B) Allowing everyone to build their own analysis to 

gain specific insights to individual situations.

4. Monitor data using alerts and prediction.

 

Becoming a real data-driven company will not be easy. It will take a lot of time and resources to get there and it 

might be painful and expensive. But as you work on it, always keep in mind what Arthur Nielsen used to say, “The 

price of light is less than the cost of darkness.”

People: Insights team

Insight to execution

Process

Effective 
actions

Right
data

HECTOR MORALES KOTT
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All possible data

Technology: Digital insights architecture

All possible actions

Luxoft 
IT School
Luxoft employees voluntarily meet at Luxoft offices in Russia and lead regular 
classes for kids from low-income families, sharing their knowledge and passion 
for IT, coding and application development.
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NAMES?

DOES THE IT 
INDUSTRY 
NEED BETTER

IONUT BALOSIN 

WHY IT MATTERS – WHAT MAKES 
NAMING IMPORTANT

In recent years, the IT industry has become more and 

more driven by trends and fashions (e.g. methodolo-

gies, frameworks, etc.). The number of IT conferences 

has increased exponentially and more than ever we 

express our identities through software. In this context, 

it is fundamental to use proper names, to rely on accu-

rate terminologies, and to have organic and sustainable 

growth. Names reflect the quality and the maturity of 

the industry, and improper usage results in misunder-

standing, confusion and sometimes, false expectations.

ARCHITECTURE – PARALLELS 
BETWEEN IT AND CONSTRUCTION

Before explaining what the word architecture means in 

software, I will start by describing two terms from con-

struction, a more mature industry in comparison with 

software. These are structural engineer and architec-

tural engineer. A structural engineer needs to under-

stand and calculate the stability, strength and rigidity 

of a building to make sure it holds up to gravity, wind 

and other forces. He or she is responsible for the struc-

tural integrity and consistency of the construction. On 

the other side, an architectural engineer is responsible 

for essential building features like lighting, acoustics, 

ventilation, heating, plumbing, emergency exits, fire 

prevention and security systems. Both work closely to-

gether to make the building stand.

Now, let’s get back to the software industry. What does 

the word architecture mean in this context? One defi-

nition from ANSI/IEEE Std 1471-2000 says architecture 

is “the fundamental organization of a system embod-

ied in its components, their relationships to each other, 

and to the environment, and the principles guiding its 

design and evolution.” Another definition, which is the 

shortest I found, belongs to Ralph Johnson and was 

later embraced by Martin Fowler. It defines architec-

ture as “the important stuff (whatever that is).”

Based on the analogy to construction, the software ar-

chitect is more similar to a structural engineer rather 

than an architectural engineer.

Maybe it would have been nice to maintain consisten-

cy and obey the same terms as in construction, but 

apparently the phonetics of the word “architecture” 

sound more attractive to software folks.

However, some people have difficulty in defining ar-

chitecture properly. During my software architecture 

course I noticed that even experienced people have 

various understandings about the meaning and re-

sponsibilities of a software architect. As a result, there 

are teams where the role of the software architect is 

mixed with that of technical; in such cases, the former 

(the software architect) does not even exist! The tech-

nical leader borrows ownership, spanning the design 

of the structure, boundaries, communication mecha-

nisms and the APIs for the entire application with ex-

ternal systems – all of these things belonging more on 

the architectural side. These mixed roles blur technical 

skill segregation and prevent projects from delegating 

the proper responsibilities to the appropriate people 

inside teams. As an additional consequence, it can also 

impact the way we learn, educate ourselves and evolve 

in our careers. 

NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS, 
OR QUALITY ATTRIBUTES

Often business requirements are drilled down to 

functional and non-functional specifications. In 

this context, the non-functional requirements re-

fer to quality attributes such as performance, avail-

ability, scalability, security, usability, and so on. But 

let’s try to better understand what’s behind the 

non-functional terminology by using two approach-

es: the first is to search for the word in the dictio-

nary and the second one is to demonstrate technical  

implications with regards to their achievability.
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According to the dictionary, the “non” word means 

“not, absence of, unimportant, worthless.” Based on 

this definition, the question arises: how can we name 

something non-functional and still having an impact 

on the architecture, since according to the semantics 

it is “worthless”? Why shouldn’t we drop or put aside 

these requirements? This is the first inconsistency.

Following the second approach, all non-functional re-

quirements (e.g. security, usability) are implemented 

through functions (e.g. security via encryption, usabili-

ty via a wizard), so they rely on concrete functions. This 

leads to the second question: how can we name some-

thing as being non-functional when it is implemented 

through functions?

Discussing non-functional requirements with non-

technical stakeholders can create difficult situations 

when referring to quality attributes as manageability, 

maintainability, accessibility and usability of the 

product due to confusion (e.g. things related to 

maintainability are addressed through manageability). 

This is also a trap for architects; to avoid it they must 

clarify details in terms of meanings and implications, 

because designing the product by achieving one 

quality attribute (such as maintainability) might imply 

architectural trade-offs in fulfilling the other one 

(manageability). Confusion also occurs in speaking of 

the accessibility and usability of the product, terms that 

are often used interchangeably and incorrectly.

QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA)  
OR QUALITY CONTROL (QC)

Almost every software team has quality engineers 

(QA). Their role is mainly to understand the specifi-

cations and based on those specifications define a set 

of test cases (e.g. functional, acceptance, integration, 

etc.) in order to validate the product and to detect pos-

sible flaws. If we search for the definitions of QA and 

QC, we see that a QC is “an aggregate of activities (such 

as design analysis and inspection for defects) designed 

to ensure adequate quality especially in manufac-

tured products,” whereas the QA is “a program for the 

systematic monitoring and evaluation of the various 

aspects of a project, service, or facility to ensure that 

standards of quality are being met,” according to the 

Merriam Webster website.

Based on these definitions, people embedded in  

software development teams to define test cases and 

validate the product are QC engineers. This might 

cause problems. I encountered confusion with re-

cruiters who were searching for people acting as QAs 

in their organizations and offering jobs as QCs, or vice 

versa. A friend was recently in this situation – she was 

invited to discuss a QC role (e.g. defining test cases and 

validating the product) but in reality she had qualifica-

tions (e.g. ISO certifications) specific to a QA (for ex-

ample, monitoring and ensuring processes across the 

company line up with ISO standards). These two roles 

are disjunct; they may be complementary in a way but 

in all cases the knowledge and skillsets are different.

Using QA and QC names improperly also leads to 

mixed, cluttered or poorly understood responsibilities 

within teams. 

LAYERS – A COMPARISON BETWEEN 
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

The term layers was initially introduced in networking, 

where layers were designed to contribute to the same 

final purpose but at a different level of abstraction, that 

is establishing and supporting a proper communica-

tion across different nodes over network. For example, 

based on the OSI stack, there are seven layers (phys-

ical, datalink, network, transport, session, presentation 

and application), each layer contributing to the same 

purpose. The abstraction rises proportionally to the 

level of the layer (e.g. the send) method, belonging to 

the application layer, could be based on multiple less 

abstract and specific APIs).

In software, layers are not complementary at any level 

of abstraction as they are in networking. For example, 

the data access layer (in charge of handling database 

connections and CRUD operations) has a specific pur-

pose. Other layers, like a business layer, don’t act at 

a higher or lower level of abstraction in comparison 

to the data access layer. They are mainly designed to 

segregate functionalities inside each layer, rather than 

working complementarily in an abstract way. An inter-

esting presentation on this subject was given by Ralf 

Westphal, “Let software design come to life using soft-

ware cells.”

MICROSERVICES

In recent years, the term microservices has been used 

intensively and a lot of architectures have adopted 

this style. It emerged from Service Oriented Archi-

tecture (SOA) as a result of issues applications faced 

in following this architectural pattern. I like the quote 

from Jonas Bonér, that, “microservices are actually just 

SOA dressed up in new clothes.” But what does “mi-

croservices” really mean? If we follow the dictionary 

definition, it might refer to an extremely small service, 

or only a few services. In reality, it is a service that is 

implemented with a single purpose and is self-con-

tained and independent of other instances and ser-

vices. Nowadays there are applications with hundreds 

or even thousands of services, which become difficult 

to manage. A possible cause is that people under-

stand implementing microservices in different ways. 

There isn’t a common, robust definition, or good prac-

tices built around them. Since the definition is leaky, 

this has nothing to do with the prefix “micro” attached 

to the word “services.” We should have come up with 

a better term to reflect the need. Being eager to by-

pass the SOA issues, it was prematurely embraced with 

too much enthusiasm at a higher scale in the industry. 

A good presentation describing the issues faced in case 

the number of microservices explodes is described in 

the “What Comes After Microservices?” talk by a chief 

systems architect at Uber. I personally think that with 

proper definitions and robust and standardized guide-

lines, from an architectural standpoint we would have 

designed better microservices architectures. But 

learning from our mistakes it is not a bad thing, since 

the mistakes are not irreversible and we don’t have to 

repeat them in the future.

COMPONENT

Component (like microservices) is another term that 

has caused problems. There are a lot of misunder-

standings around it and people sometimes replace the 

term “component” with a package or even with an ob-

ject. Software architecture contains components, but 

what is the actual representation or analogy of these 

components in the code? Is there any entity at the code 

level called component? Of course not, hence the am-

biguities. I like Martin Fowler’s definition: “component 

is a unit of software that is independently replaceable 

and upgradeable.”This definition does not reference 

a package or a class, but the state and the properties of 

the component itself. 

A major impact of this misunderstanding arises when 

something is based on architectural design (e.g. 

made up using component diagrams) and developers 

need to follow up during implementation. If the term  

“component” is not precisely specified (for exam-

ple, how it maps to the code), the implementation  
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becomes leaky and suffers flaws from the initial design 

(ending up with tight coupling and low cohesion com-

ponents, poorly defined APIs, etc.). From the perspec-

tive of a software architect, when I am conversing with 

other technical stakeholders and the term component 

is being used, I rather prefer to define it from the very 

beginning by asking questions - What does compo-

nent mean in this context? How can we clearly iden-

tify a component in our architecture? - otherwise, we 

might be referring to different things. 

WEAK GENERATIONAL HYPOTHESIS

Inside Java Virtual Machine the memory layout and 

the garbage collector heuristics are based on the Weak 

Generational Hypothesis, which states that:

• Most objects quickly become unreachable

• References from old objects to young objects only 

exist in small numbers

But what does hypothesis mean? In science, it refers 

to an idea or an explanation that needs to be tested 

through study and experimentation. Outside the sci-

entific world, hypothesis is used more loosely and of-

ten involves guessing or relying on assumptions, since 

it can’t be demonstrated (for example, programming 

language is not a science … yet). Probably it would be 

more adequate to call this a supposition or precondi-

tion instead of hypothesis. This probably won’t influ-

ence the way software developers use and implement 

the concept, but at least using the proper term would 

have been a better approach.

SOFTWARE APPLICATION NAMES

Some software applications cause confusion by virtue of 

their name. For example, there is an application called 

“Protocol Buffers” which by specs is a “language-neu-

tral, platform-neutral, extensible mechanism for seri-

alizing structured data.” The term protocol is confusing 

here, since in IT (for instance, networking) it normally 

refers to the mechanisms that devices use to discov-

er, identify and make connections with one other, as 

well as a set of rules defining how data is packaged 

during communication. Based on the above, we can 

easily figure out that Protocol Buffers is not a protocol 

in the sense of networking, but just a way of dealing 

with structured data at the application layer. Probably it 

would have been better to follow up on industry nam-

ing standards in order to avoid confusion.

FINAL CONCLUSIONS

   Names reflect learning and influence the way we per-

ceive the world, what we do and how we develop our-

selves. Giving proper names leads to organic evolution 

within the industry when people stop using leaky terms, 

driving up the quality and level of standardization in-

side IT.

IONUT BALOSIN

is a software architect with 10+ years of experience in 

a wide variety of business applications. He is keen on 

performance & tuning and software architecture topics. 

At Luxoft he conducts trainings on „Java Performance 

And Tuning” and software architecture. Ionut is a regular 

speaker at both Luxoft internal events (LoGeek, SoftLabs) 

and external conferences (Voxxed, BJUG, DevTalks,  

XP Days, Agile Tour, etc).

Sustainability:  
Act Responsibly, 

Think Sustainably

At Luxoft we have several recycling programs and collection points in all of our offices.
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HRISTO NIKOLOV
LUXOFT BULGARIAAUTOHOTKEY

SPEED UP YOUR 
WORK WITH 

OVERVIEW

AutoHotkey is a free and powerful tool that allows us-

ers to automate almost anything on their Windows 

computer in any program. If you do anything daily that 

requires you to repeat the same actions over and over 

again, we highly recommend using this tool.

This page demonstrates some of this program’s lan-

guage capabilities.

THE BEGINNING, AKA THE PROBLEM

One client had a new version of software on his vir-

tual machine, which would crash after launching the 

screensaver. Unfortunately, turning off the screen-

saver at some point triggers a policy update from the 

mother company that sets the settings back to the orig-

inal settings. Of course a request should be launched 

through many steps of approval so we searched for 

an alternate solution. The client had no problem with 

using something transparent like an open source op-

tion to prevent the screensaver from popping on. I was 

searching for something light, GNU and of course 

open source so that no one could have any doubts. 

After checking some languages a site appeared with 

a single command:

This single line of script is put into the MoveIt.ahk file, 

which is scheduled every 9 minutes. No includes, no 

main, no landing code. As it’s written on the official site, 

it’s “powerful and easy to learn.” Best of all, it’s free, 

open-source (GNU GPLv2), and beginner-friendly! 

I would add that there’s no imperative code. In addi-

tion, it’s pretty self-explanatory and easy to read. 

A list of quick possibilities for this command includes:

• Remapping the keyboard with different layouts

• Shortcuts to fill frequently used phrases

• Controlling the mouse with the keyboard or other 

input device

• Opening programs, documents, and websites with 

simple hot keys 

• Adding reformatted text with parameters

• Monitoring systems and avoiding unwanted popups

• Scheduling programs, setting reminders, etc.

• Filling forms automatically 

• Adding shortcuts only to specific programs as 

where they don’t exist or reconfiguring shortcuts 

that already exist in a program 

The interpreter can be retrieved from AutoHotkey.com 

(over the years there was also a “.org” page). By default 

all scripts are saved in ahk files and usually googling 

“ahk” or “autohotkey” produces the same results.

AutoHotkey scripts can be used to launch programs, 

open documents, send keystrokes, and control mouse 

clicks and movements. AutoHotkey scripts can also as-

sign, retrieve, and manipulate variables, run loops and 

manipulate windows, files, and folders. AutoHotkey can 

handle tasks ranging individual iterations of the com-

puter and more. 

HOW IT WORKS

A single ahk script is executed by the interpreter and 

interacts with the Windows environment. For Linux 

lovers there is ironahk.net which unfortunately hasn’t 

been kept up to date and contains only the last code 

in GitHub. 

In most cases commands are triggered by a hotkey, 

but they can also be triggered by programs with usual 

execution the way we used to see. When the program 

contains such hotkeys or does not finish its execution it 

shows up as a green “H” icon in the taskbar by default. 

The default is for it to appear as an icon in the taskbar, 

unless it’s hidden (with #NoTrayIcon) and useful func-

tions are available by right clicking.

Open – Opens a window containing the status of the 

script, variables, key history, etc. Other actions are 

also available from the context menu.

MouseMove, 0,	0,	50,	R
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Help – A standard help file with all commands, avail-

able offline (same as the docs section)

Window Spy – Executes AU3 SPY, described below

Reload This Script – Restarts the script by opening 

 the file again (usually used when editing).

Edit This Script – Edit the script with text editor  

(Notepad by default). By installing SciTE4AutoHotkey it 

will edit the script with it

Suspend hotkey – Stop catches hotkeys; the icon has 

a big “S” instead of “H”

Pause script – Stop processing commands (useful 

when something goes wrong :))

Exit – Terminates the script (same as command “ExitApp”)

These hotkeys are called “hot strings” and they replace the written text (auto-replace). The format is “::” + <text to type> 

+ “::” + <result text. If SQL developers want to use this in any editor:

In this case typing sele will change it to select a.* from a and set the cursor where the table should be written. If you 

want to repeat an action just put a number after it. Comments can be inserted with a semicolon (;) for a single line or 

/*! and */ for the beginning or end of a block.

Brilliant? 

There’s more. What is the most commonly used keyboard combination these days? Copy and paste is just a joke for me 

without even touching the keyboard. Hotkeys are sometimes referred to as shortcuts because of their ability to easily 

trigger an action (such as launching a program or keyboard macro). The following example predefines the back and 

forward mouse buttons as:

[Code shorts]

::tela::852-2941

::webexa::https://db.webex.com/meet/hnikilov

[Code shorts]

;	word	shorts	for	SQLs	

::sele::select a.* from a{Left 2} ;	prepare	query	and	waits	for	table	name	

;	common	conversion	from/to	between	date/time	and	string	

;	Note:	International	keyboard	should	not	be	switched	on	because	it	will	break	the	quotes	

::to_ch::to_char(	,’yyyy-mm-dd’),{LEFT	16}	

::to_da::to_date(	,’yyyy-mm-dd’),{LEFT	16}	

::to_c::to_char(	,’yyyy-mm-dd	hh24:mi:ss’),{LEFT	27} 

::to_d::to_date(	,’yyyy-mm-dd	hh24:mi:ss’),{LEFT	27}	

THE “CODE”

Autohotkey is not as standard a language as others and 

one line makes a big impact. Often the language is ex-

plained through examples. Here I share a few that I use 

on a daily basis. One could say that they save me a lot 

of time.

Using hotkey is easy. Here is the first task that could be 

used by everyone – providing your connection details 

whenever prompted. The example below gives the 

landline phone and Webex link by just typing “tela” and 

“webexa” with any keystroke such as space, tab, enter, 

etc. In the results you will get “852-2941” and the direct 

link: https://db.webex.com/meet/hnikolov

The format of a single hot key is <shortcut> + “::” + 

<code>. 

In the final line above, return serves to finish the hot-

key. However, if a hotkey needs to execute only a single 

line, that line can be listed to the right of the double 

colon. In other words, the return is implicit as in the 

previous examples. 

The modifier symbols used most often to define hot-

keys are:

Windows standard shortcuts can be implemented sim-

ply using logic. I used to use Win key + Q to bring up the 

popup Communicator which changed to Win key + Y, so 

I just have to remap it. Also, there are two ways to run 

programs – with a simple logic or direct run. 

[Copy button at the mouse]

; COPY 

XButtonl::

clip_counter := clipChange

send {control down}{INSERT}{control up} 

IfEqual,clip_counter, %clipChange%, send, ^c

GetkeyState, state, Shift 

ClipWait,1 

return 

; increment flag on clipboard change

OnClipboardChange: 

clipChange++ 

return 

[Paste button at the mouse]

; PASTE 

/*! with shift => paste plain text 

      w/o shift => normal paste 

      NB uses shift+INSERT instead of Ctrl+V 

*/ 

+XButton2:: 

XButton2:: 

GetKeyState, state, Shift 

if state = D ; 

   ; Paste plain text 

   clipboard1 = %clipboard% 

   ClipWait,1 

   SendRaw, %clipboard% 

else 

   send {shift down}{INSERT}{shift up} 

sleep 100 

return 

# Win (Windows logo key
! Alt
^ Control
+ Shift

[Symbols]
All source codes can be downloaded from Sentinel: https://goo.gl/fyEQdJ
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[Shortcut for old Instant Messenger], [Run or popup a program], [Runs programs]

; remap shortcut for Instant messenger 

#q::#y 

;	Runs	program	or	goes	to	it	if	it	exists	

#a::	Runit(“calc”,	“Calculator”) 

#n::	RunIt(“notepad”,”Untitled	-	Notepad”) 

Runit(Command,	WinText)	{	IfWinNotExist , %WinText%	Run	%Command%	WinActivate	}

 

;	Runs	programs	

+#n::

!#n:: run “c:\Progam	Files	(x86)\Notepad++\notepad++.exe”	

#w:: run “c:\Program	Files	(x86)\WinSCP\WinSCP.exe” 

[Double click in Notepad as a Copy]

;	Double	click	on	Notepad	is	a	COPY	

~LButton Up:: 

WinGetClass, class, A 

ifequal, class, Notepad 

	If(A_PriorHotKey	=	A_ThisHotKey	and	A_TimeSincePriorHotkey	<	500)	{	

    Send, ^c 

 ClipWait,l 

 } 

Return 

Don’t forget the mouse! In the first example makes the double click copies the text to Notepad only. I use this a lot when 

I paste notes and want to get something again from Notepad quickly.

My last favorite is controlling the sound via the taskbar and start button. Initially I used the command #IfWinActive but 

the focus could be set on the taskbar. Scrolling controls the sound level. Pressing the caps lock button over the task bar 

and the middle button of the mouse over the start button mutes or unmutes. There are different buttons because by 

default the middle button of the mouse opens new instances of the program. Also, pressing the shift volume increases 

or decreases the volume by 10 times.

[Control volume over Taskbar]

;	Control	Volume	when	mouse	is	over	task	bar	or	Start	button	

#If MouselsOver(“ahk_class	Shell_TrayWnd”)	

CapsLock::	Sounda(“Volume_Mute”)	

WheelUp::	Sounda(“Volume_Up”)	

WheelDown::Sounda(“Volume_Down”)	

+WheelUp::	Sounda(“Volume_Up	10”)	

+WheelDown::Sounda(“Volume_Down	10”) 

return

#If MouseIsOver(“ahk_class	Button”)	

CapsLock::	Sounda(“Volume_Mute”)	

MButton:: Sounda(“Volume_Mute”)	

WheelUp::	Sounda(“Volume_Up”) 

WheelDown::Sounda(“Volume_Down”)	

+WheelUp::	Sounda(“Volume_Up	10”)

+WheelDown::Sounda(“Volume_Down	10”)	

return 

MouselsOver(WinTitle)	{

  	MouseGetPos„,	Win	

   return WinExist(WinTitle	.	“	ahk_id	“	.	Win)	

}

Sounda(p_sound) { 

   SoundGetWaveVolume, OutputVar 

   OutputVar := Round(Outputvar) 

   Send {%p_sound%} 

   TrayTip,%Outputvar%,Master Volume,2 

return

} 

[Reformat a report]

;WinKey	+	K	activates	the	script	

#k::	

X1	:=	ComObjActive(“Excel.Application”) 

Xl.Range(“G:X”).Delete 

Xl.Range(“E:E”).Delete 

Xl.Cells(1,1).value	:=	“Key”	

Xl.Cells(1,2).value	:=	“Title”	

Xl.Cells(1,3).value	:=	“Work	date” 

Xl.Cells(1,4).value	:=	“Hours”	

Xl.Cells(1,5).value	:=	“User	name” 

Xl.Columns(4).Cut 

Xl.Columns(“A:E”).Autofit	

X1.Range(“A2:6999”).Sort(X1.Range(“C2:C999”),1,x1LeftToRight)	

return 

Usually reports of work per-

formed are required on a reg-

ular basis and a standard report 

needs to be modified to fit the 

required form. After export-

ing from JIRA a slight reformat 

is required. In order to avoid 

human error, one script can 

perform this. The following ex-

ample makes the necessary 

changes and I think it is easy to 

adjust to fit your needs.
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USEFUL PROGRAMS

While writing your code you can also use additional 

programs. The following topics could be useful in build-

ing your solutions:

AU3 SPY:: This is also known as Window Spy in newer 

versions. It provides information about the current en-

vironment and window.

ScriptWriter:: An old tool which tracks and saves your 

actions. It’s a good way to start your first programs. It 

was part of Autohotkey but now it can be googled and 

downloaded.

GUI creator:: AutoHotkey has the ability to build its own 

menus and forms. It was not shown in the examples 

above so the tools are a good place to start. 

Recorders in FAQ page:: Other recorders are also avail-

able on the FAQ section of the official site. 

SciTE4AutoHotkey:: All scripts above are written with 

SciTE4AutoHotkey. You can find tool tips, autocomplete, 

debugging, macros, syntax highlighting, code folding, 

extensions and more.

WILL YOU USE IT?

All source codes can be downloaded from Sentinel.

If AutoHotkey got your attention and suits your needs 

you can start with the examples above and comment 

via the links above in Sentinel. On the webpage you can 

find more explanations and samples. 

HRISTO NIKOLOV
is an IT engineer with crossover into the business side of IT. 

He has spent more than 15 years working on projects in the 

gambling industry, insurance and finance.

Luxoft and Excelian employees, including Top Management, met for  
the third year in a row at Luxoft’s New York City office to cooperate  
with the Bottomless Closet Foundation to help a group of disadvantaged 
women transition from being unemployed to joining the workforce. 

Bottomless  

Closet
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CVNAR is a software solution that uses a set of advanced algorithms to help create mixed augmented reality for 
drivers and passengers. Luxoft’s wide range of CVNAR applications spans almost every facet of modern driving, 
from driver aids through vehicle information to safety innovations. It can assist the driver by detecting lane 
markings, road boundaries, vehicles, pedestrians, road signs, and buildings
See the link: https://www.luxoft.com/cvnar

COMPUTER VISION 
AUGMENTED REALITY

Luxoft Opens Its Office in Penang, Malaysia
Luxoft expands its presence in the APAC region with a truly Grand Opening of its office in Penang, 
Malaysia. Our VIP guests, including Chief Minister of Penang Lim Guan Eng, Chief Operating Officer of 
MDEC Ng Wan Peng, and Luxoft CEO Dmitry Loschinin have cut the symbolic red ribbon, opening the door 
to exciting IT opportunities and developments for Malaysia and Luxoft.
See the link: https://www.luxoft.com/penang

LUXOFT PENENG

It’s 2017, and IT is no longer a man’s world as it was before. Watch these Luxoft women speak about their path to 
IT, things they create and their passion for making the world a better place through working with groundbreaking 
technologies. At Luxoft, we believe in providing great opportunities for everyone, regardless of gender. 
See the link: https://www.luxoft.com/code

CODE HAS NO GENDER

Watch Vasiliy Suvorov, Luxoft VP Technology Strategy, talk at CryptoMountain Rocks 2017 event about ‚consensus’ 
mechanics, a vital function that defines security and performance characteristics of blockchains/DLTs. Find out the 
Luxoft perspective now! 
See the link: https://www.luxoft.com/consensus

CONSENSUS  
OVER CONSENSUS 

Check out our Youtube channel – www.luxoft.com/youtube

LoGeek Omsk
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bulLbQecMSE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3N-no1PLLFU&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDtOIqWxKHTdtmVi8yr_D7Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyNWFkNfFnA&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qb3tyGUbE-A&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9iU7yzkRn4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEhbzYGu5gw&feature=youtu.be
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ACROSS

1)   technological devices that are not only functional 
but also decorative: smart watches, smart glasses

5) in the near future your new colleagues at work; 
very collaborative and fully automated

7) for some it’s just funny money, to others it’s digital 
gold

10) artificial (but still somehow) intelligence

12) you cannot afford to share it with a thief

13) a gateway for the bits and bytes

15) a browser to use if you have an unlimited amount 
of time to explore the internet

16) on the internet, it’s hard to tell if you’re a robot or 
not (unless you fail this test)

19) a fluffy pet or a Remote Access Tool

21) the thing that protects you from  
an invisible army of digital malevolence

22) a shortened Internet

23) Advanced Technology Attachment

24) the grandson of vinyl

26) watch the series 20 times and you still won’t know  
for sure if he was actually the ONE

30) a commercial spacecraft,  
 carrying 7+1 passengers (and a cat)

31) an online pal that performs tasks which robots 
wouldn’t waste their time on

33) the inventor of the Best German Puzzle of the     
 year in 1980

35) much before PS1

37) City of Angels (California)

40) an alternative for Microsoft Word

42) this is very long and hard to briefly explain… long  
 story short: a type of infrastructure system that is   
 hyper-converged

DOWN

2) the Old Continent

3) a distributed database in which information-
including bitcoins-are listed sequentially in 
“blocks.”

4) your Apple assistant (she’ll never judges you and 
always patiently listens to your rambling)

5) Computer Science and Engineering 

6) a digital distribution platform for gamers with bank 
account draining prices

8) the first sports arcade game in the world

9) the Ukrainian Internet country code

11) a modern, very intelligent and multifunctional 
bracelet with embedded clock

14) a set of variables (it can be BIG)

17) 1012 bytes

18) when the current needs to go only  
one direction, reach for one of these

20) a type of malicious software  
 that blocks access to data. If you don’t WannaCry,  
 a ransom must be paid

25) the place between the visible  
 (and invisible) dividers demarking your  
 official work station

27) the surname of the creator of the Window’s 95    
startup sound

28) the industry working on getting your toaster to tell   
 your pantry to order thinner sliced bread

Answers from previous issue:
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LoGeek Night, Warsaw
Devoxx Conference Krakow 
LoGeek Night Wroclaw 
InfoMeet Conference Wroclaw 
Confitura Warsaw
LoGeek Night Krakow

June 27
June 21

June 29
June 10

July 1
July 6

Automotive Open Door Day, Odessa
Testing Stage Conference, Kyiv
ITEM Conference, Dnipro
LoGeek Night Dnipro
LoGeek Night Odessa 

June 1
June 2–3

June 17–18
June 22
July 27

IT Sreda Omsk 
HolyJS Conference St.Petersburg 
Heisenbug Conference St. Petersburg 
LTS Webinar for Application Security (RUS)

June 7
June 2–3 

June 4
June 15 

VNITO Conference
SCR – Charity Event

in July
in July

Poland

Business Run
The biggest charity relay race in Europe has been sponsored and co-organized by 
Luxoft from its very first Polish edition in 2012. The annual race grew from 1 city and 1,000 
participants to 7 cities and 17,000 runners in 2016 bringing together representatives of 
the local community, businesses, city authorities and nonprofit organizations to help 
amputees become active members of society.

JPrime conference  
LoGeek Night 

May 30–31 
June 27

Cinema Premiere “Wonder Woman” 
SG Dev Day for Woman 
LoGeek Night 

June 2
June 6
July 20
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Editor: Dilya Salakhetdinova

For any comments, suggestions or requests to contribute to the next issue,  
please write to  LGmagazine@luxoft.com 
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